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Times of exponential change: You ain’t seen nothing yet!



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Source: https://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/08/12/combinations-and-disruption/

Combinatorial, exponential, interdependent…



Via Exponential Organizations (book)

The new normal: Velocity. Uncertainty. Complexity. Ambiguity.



“The single biggest reason that companies fail is that they over-
invest in what is, as opposed to what might be”  Gary Hamel



Egosystems to Ecosystems: time to reverse our assumptions?



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Technology and humanity is overlapping… converging



Technology is rapidly 
changing our perception, 

and how we ‘see’ the world



The reinvention of ‘seeing things’
Magic Leap (latest Google investment)



Oculus Rift VR example: is the new ‘normal’ to be perpetually augmented?



“Beyond the screen” 
MSFT HoloLens



http://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2015/01/hands-on-with-hololens-making-the-virtual-real/

Microsoft Hololens: imagine this for learning and training!



Welcome to 
HellVen



Qualcom CES 2015: Connected Everything: HellVen ?! 



Technology for its own sake: is ‘more’ and ‘faster’ and ‘free’ always best?





Dematerialisation, Automation, Augmentation, Virtualisation 

Next: Re-Humanisation



Almost everything that can be digitised or automated… will be 





http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Yes, in many ways, this is a nirvana for learners *



Yet, most human learning will still need a body and the senses, context, 
mystery, inefficiency, serendipity, accidents, boredom, slacking…



Cognitive Computing is imminent



So how deep will we go ‘inside machines’(and vice versa)?





“First we build the tools 
then they build us” 

Marshall McLuhan



Knowledge is moving from us into the networks, the OS…the cloud



Language is no longer a barrier - how will this change what you do?





Wearable IoT



Increasing incentives to outsource our thinking, memories, concerns, tasks…



Human omni-potency, omni-presence, omniscience…?



Is Hyper-
Connectivity the 

new opium?
Will future learning still 

need periods of digestion, 
contemplation, 
introspection?



What will remain uniquely human, as far knowledge, learning and intelligence are concerned?

Image via IBM



Human learning is inevitably moving beyond mere information digestion, hard data and routine ‘knowledge’
Video via IBM (Youtube)



Photo by MichaelKreil - http://flic.kr/p/8Zp6Uh

The future of learning:  from data and information to knowledge and wisdom

http://flic.kr/p/8Zp6Uh


The future of work: the return of highly-human-only skills
Subjective reasoning 

Imagination 
Negotiation 
Questioning 

Design 
Storytelling 
Connecting 
Creativity 

Empathising 
……



“Machines 
are for 

answers, 
humans are 

for questions” 
(Kevin Kelly)





The future of learning: awesome technology  and awesome humans!



@gleonhard

Thanks for your time and attention... 
Now, let’s talk!


